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Recently, the use of three-dimensional neural tissues cultured

in vitro and called "cerebral organoids" has advanced recapitulation

of neural development and disease modeling studies. Along with

such advances, cerebral organoid research, and associated con-

cerns call for the elucidation of two points: (1) how cerebral orga-

noid research is currently progressing and the future directions it

is likely to take, especially in functional assessment of organoids,

and (2) how we should solve ethical issues of possible conscious-

ness in cerebral organoid research. This paper aims first to explore

these two issues, and then to present implications and prospects

for future cerebral organoid research.

Introduction

Recently, notable scientific achievements have come from

organoid research involving three-dimensional organ-like

tissues derived from tissue stem cells or pluripotent stem

cells by mimicking the formation process of normal tissues

and organs. For example, the use of three-dimensional neu-

ral tissues cultured in vitro and called "cerebral organoids"

has advanced recapitulation of neural development and

disease modeling studies of Alzheimer disease, brain tu-

mors, autism, and microencephaly, as well as Zika virus

infection-related microencephaly (Dang et al., 2016; Gar-

cez et al., 2016; Kadoshima et al., 2013; Lancaster and Kno-

blich, 2014; Ogawa et al., 2018; Qian et al., 2016; Quadrato

et al., 2017; Watanabe et al., 2017). Along with such

advances, some have argued that cerebral organoids them-

selves may have kinds ofmental activity such as conscious-

ness, cognition, and thinking. Concerns have been raised

related to the famous ‘‘brains in a vat’’ thought experiment

formulated by philosopher Hilary Putnam in 1981—

human brains placed in a particular environment (such

as connected to a sophisticated computer program) may

have the same consciousness as average adult human be-

ings have (Lavazza and Massimini, 2018a; Putnam, 1981).

In contrast to such concerns, despite remarkable progress

in their in vitro culture methods, cerebral organoids have so

far reproduced only local nervous system structures and do

not closely reproduce the human neural developmental

process over time. It seems highly unlikely then that cere-

bral organoids do or will soon have consciousness. In the

future, however, researchers may be able to culture cerebral

organoids with more complicated structures over longer

periods of time. We cannot confidently conclude that cere-

bral organoids will forever continue to have no conscious-

ness. Moreover, in conventional research, the methods

for functional assessment of cerebral organoids have been

insufficient to detect possible consciousness. In recent

years, however, functional assessment methods in cerebral

organoid research have progressed, so a sophisticated

method may soon be able to show that cerebral organoids

have particular types of mental activity.

Issues concerning possible consciousness have thus far

been debated philosophically, especially at the intersection

of philosophy of mind and medicine/neuroscience. Many

agree that it is required to consider what kind or kinds of

consciousness warrant moral consideration, rather than

that conscious beings should be granted moral consider-

ation because of the possession of any kind of conscious-

ness. Moreover, some support a view that consciousness

itself is not intrinsically valuable. Thus, on the specific issue

of consciousness in cerebral organoid research, it is crucial

first to identify which type or types of consciousness are

morally significant—that is, what sorts of consciousness

would give a being which possesses them moral status,

and which would not. From there, we must answer the

empirical question of whether cerebral organoids already

have or are likely to have such consciousness. Because

moral consideration of the produced cerebral organoids

depends on the presence or absence of morally significant

consciousness, the presence of consciousness in cerebral

organoids may become a critical issue in cerebral organoid

research.

With this line of thinking in mind, cerebral organoid

research and associated concerns call for the elucidation

of the following two points: (1) how cerebral organoid

research is currently progressing and the directions it is

likely to take, especially in functional assessment, and (2)

how we should solve ethical issues of consciousness in

cerebral organoid research. The present paper aims first to
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conduct a concise review of these two issues, and then to

present implications and prospects for future cerebral orga-

noid research.

The Current Status of Cerebral Organoid Research and

Future Research in Functional Assessment

The pioneering achievement of cerebral organoid genera-

tion has its origin in 2005 findings from a group led by

Yoshiki Sasai (Watanabe et al., 2005). The groupwas the first

to succeed in creating three-dimensional neural tissues

in vitro thatmimic themouse cerebrum,by a cell aggregation

suspension culture method using mouse embryonic stem

cells (ESCs). Three-dimensional differentiation induction

of cerebral tissues using human ESCs became possible by

an improved differentiationmethod of cerebral nerve tissue

performed by the Sasai group in 2008 (Eiraku et al., 2008). In

this study, the group used findings from embryology to

guide establishment of a suspension culture method that

attempts to reproduce the neural developmental process

called the serum-free floating culture of body-like aggregates

with quick reaggregation (SFEBq) method.

The group has since used mouse and human ESCs to

induce three-dimensional differentiation of many neural

areas including the cerebral cortex, hypothalamus, ventral

telencephalon, optic cup, anterior pituitary, cerebellum,

hippocampus, and thalamus (Danjo et al., 2011; Eiraku

et al., 2011; Hasegawa et al., 2016; Ishida et al., 2016; Ka-

doshima et al., 2013; Kuwahara et al., 2015; Muguruma

et al., 2015; Nakano et al., 2012; Nasu et al., 2012; Ozone

et al., 2016; Sakaguchi et al., 2015; Shiraishi et al., 2017;

Suga et al., 2011; Takata et al., 2017; Wataya et al., 2008).

This culture method enables the long-term three-dimen-

sional culture of complex tissues; and, in a 2013 report

on the induction of cerebral cortex differentiation, Taisuke

Kadoshima and colleagues kept cerebrum tissues induced

from human ESCs in three-dimensional culture for up to

90 days (Kadoshima et al., 2013).

Severalmonths before the report by Kadoshima et al., the

Jürgen Knoblich’s research group reported inducing both

human ESCs and human induced pluripotent stem cells

(iPSCs) to generate cell aggregates that included tissues

from several neural areas, such as the cerebrum, neural

retina, and choroid plexus (Lancaster et al., 2013). Kno-

blich and colleagues called their cerebral tissues cerebral

organoids, and proposed employing them as a disease

model of microencephaly using iPSCs derived from pa-

tients. Since then, cerebral organoid research has focused

both on recapitulation of the developmental process and

gene expression patterns of the cerebrum, as well as on

modeling cerebrum-related disorders.

By elucidating the mechanisms of various cerebrum-

related disorders and adopting them into drug discovery

screening, it may be possible to develop new therapeutic

methods for treating cerebrum-related disorders such as

Alzheimer disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and psy-

chiatric disorders, which have historically been difficult

to treat. Indeed, drug candidates for Zika virus-related

microcephaly have been identified as a result of cerebral

organoid research on the effects of Zika virus on human

cerebral tissues (Cugola et al., 2016; Dang et al., 2016; Gar-

cez et al., 2016; Qian et al., 2016; Watanabe et al., 2017).

Despite such progress and advantages, there remain some

problems with conventional differentiation induction

methods. For example, current cerebral organoids lack desir-

able supporting structures, such as blood vessels and

meninges and other surrounding tissues. Still more chal-

lengesexist in theattempt tokeeporganoids in stableculture

for more than one year and in standardizing protocols that

can easily induce reproducible differentiation in various lab-

oratories. Various groups have developed on the differentia-

tion inductionmethods of cerebral organoids from the Sasai

andKnoblich groups, and additional advanced research that

overcomes aforementioned challenges is on the way.

In addition to disease modeling, the functional assess-

ment of the neural activity of cerebral organoids has also

received attention in recent cerebral organoid research.

Evaluation of nervous or neuronal activities within cerebral

organoids has been conducted using the patch-clamp

method, calcium imaging, and recording of extracellular

electric potential (multielectrode array [MEA] and silicon

multielectrode). Thus far it has remained a challenge to

evaluate the comprehensive function of neuronal net-

works in cerebral organoids because of a limited ability to

get into and assess their complexed neural activity.

MEA and calcium imaging may be particularly useful

tools toward overcoming this limitation. InMEA, the extra-

cellular potential of neurons that attach to each electrode is

measured, and assessment of electrophysiology from mul-

tiple recording sites enables the assessment of the function

of neuronal networks at high temporal resolution. A weak

point of this method is low spatial resolution stemming

from the number of electrodes used. To overcome this

problem, researchers have recently developed measure-

ment methods that use more electrodes. Additional weak

points for MEA are that it can detect only the potential of

the part of the organoid in contact with the electrodes,

and that the analysis of network activity including

recording sites where several neurons contact requires

specialized knowledge of computer science. Nevertheless,

MEA remains a powerful tool to evaluate functional dy-

namics in neuronal network activity. Modeling cortical

network activity with human late preterm neonatal elec-

troencephalogram features was recently reported using

cerebral organoids and MEA measurements (Trujillo et al.,

2018), although there has been ongoing discussion con-

cerning its interpretation (Reardon, 2018).
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Calcium imaging evaluates time series fluorescence

changes induced by the binding of Ca2+ ions with calcium

indicators using confocal or multi-photon microscopy.

Imaging of organoids at a position deep from the surface

becomes possible using multi-photon microscopy. Cal-

cium imaging is superior to MEA in this respect, as it does

not require direct contact to electrodes for imaging of a

region. At the same time, however, calcium imaging has

the disadvantage that its time resolution is significantly

worse than that of MEA. Comparatively poor time resolu-

tion results from its principles as resolution depends on

microscopy. Besides, in conventional analytic methods,

calcium imaging requires the manual selection of cells for

evaluation, and is thought to be suitable primarily for

analysis of single neurons or small cell clusters rather

than neural networks. Nevertheless, because imaging data

include several types of information on activity in a

measured field, it has the potential to access activity pat-

terns and dynamics among neural networks. Accordingly,

development of comprehensive analytic methods of cal-

cium dynamics in neural networks that do not require

manual selection of cells for evaluation is expected to

overcome that current weak point.

Toward this end, Hideya Sakaguchi and colleagues (the

first author is an alumnus of Sasai’s group) conducted a

comprehensive functional assessment of networks in

cerebral neural circuits through a combination of calcium

imaging of neural networks derived from cerebral organo-

ids and a high content analytic method (Sakaguchi et al.,

2019). They detected dynamic changes in calcium ion ac-

tivity of all cells in a single field, and made visualization

of cell activity patterns using raster plots with clustering

of the activities. These analyses successfully visualized syn-

chronized and non-synchronized clusters and could divide

the synchronized clusters into several small clusters with

information on the cell distribution. Their work intro-

duced the possibility of a broad assessment of human

cell-derived neural activity. By using this method, it may

be possible to understand processes by which information

is encoded in the brain through the activity of specific cell

populations, and the fundamental mechanisms underly-

ing psychiatric diseases arising from abnormalities in these

activities.

The findings of Sakaguchi et al. are broadly applicable in

three main areas of research. The first is drug discovery

research. In this area, it is anticipated that assessment of

drug efficacy on abnormal humanneural network activities

may facilitate the development of medications such as

psychotropics and antipsychotics. The evaluation of side

effects and optimal concentrations through toxicity evalu-

ation of candidate drugs will be another application in this

area. For example, drug-induced convulsion is a frequent

side effect in neuropharmacology (Odawara et al., 2018).

By adopting the analysis of Sakaguchi et al., it may be

possible to detect the minimum dose of a drug that causes

abnormal neural network activity. This could bring great

advances to pharmacological companies toward replace-

ment of conventional evaluation using animal models.

Indeed, drug-neurotoxicity evaluation based on the anal-

ysis of Sakaguchi et al. is already being applied by the

Consortium for Safety Assessment using Human iPS Cells

as a future screening method in an ongoing project.

The second area of research relates to the modeling of

neuropsychiatric disorders. In this area, we can expect

the generation of pathological models of psychiatric dis-

eases which cause dysregulation of neuronal activity. For

example, three monoamines including dopamine, seroto-

nin, and norepinephrine are responsible for controlling

neuronal function, and they play critical roles in some psy-

chiatric disorders (Aggarwal and Mortensen, 2017). It has

been difficult to model such psychiatric disorders because

of the difficulty in detection and evaluation of their atyp-

ical neuronal function, but the analysis by Sakaguchi

et al. may enable detection of abnormal neuronal activity.

The final research area involves in vivo studies of human

cerebral organoids using non-human animals. Although

this area is preliminary as of now, some studies have sug-

gested that transplantation of cells from mouse cerebral

cortex or of mouse ESC- or human iPSC-derived cortical

neurons could improvemotor dysfunction caused by brain

damage (Shinoyama et al., 2013; Péron et al., 2017; Tornero

et al., 2013). The precise mechanism of such improvement

remains elusive. At present, human cerebral organoids

have been successfully transplanted into rodent brains in

efforts to further mature in-vitro-derived organoids in vivo

(Daviaud et al., 2018; Mansour et al., 2018). Beyond this

basic work, there may someday be translational transplan-

tation of brain organoids, intended to rescue brain

dysfunction. The analysis of Sakaguchi et al. could be use-

ful for detecting function in such transplanted grafts.

Ethical Issues Concerning Cerebral Organoid Research

Two ethical concerns have been raised regarding the recent

progress of cerebral organoid research. The first issue has to

do with whether cerebral organoids created in vitro have

any kinds of consciousness which should be morally

considered, while the second ethical issue relates to how

non-human animals with human-like brain functions

resulting from the transplantation of human brain organo-

ids should be treated.

Regarding the first ethical issue, Nita Farahany and

colleagues suggest that, if cerebral organoids produced

in vitro become more extensive and sophisticated, they

may develop capabilities similar to human sentience (the

ability to feel things, such as pleasure, pain, or distress, to

store and retrieve memories, and to have a perception of
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agency or an awareness of self) (Farahany et al., 2018; see

also Lavazza and Massimini, 2018a, 2018b). Current cere-

bral organoids do not have mature neural networks or

"proper" sensory input and motor output necessary for

environmental interaction and reaction. Because it is very

plausible that these networks and proper inputs and out-

puts are necessary for cognition, the probability that exist-

ing cerebral organoids have thoughts is extremely low

(Farahany et al., 2018; Munsie et al., 2017). Nevertheless,

Sorin Hostiuc and colleagues suggest that there may be

other determinants of whether cerebral organoids have

moral status. They attempt to evaluate the moral status of

existing cerebral organoids along three dimensions—hu-

man origin, sentience, and the potential to generate indi-

vidual human beings (Hostiuc et al., 2019).

Although skepticism about the possibility of cerebral or-

ganoids possessing traits such as consciousness, thoughts,

and cognition, is common, the research findings of Sakagu-

chi et al. demand that these issues be taken seriously. The

cerebral neural circuit created in their research was capable

of inducing synchronous activity among specific cell pop-

ulations. According to the Cell Assembly Hypothesis, this

kind of neural activity can be the basis for various brain

functions including perception and memory, and, from

there on, higher brain functions, such as cognition and

consciousness (Spatz, 1996). Thus, cerebral organoids pro-

duced by more sophisticated culture methods may require

moral consideration.

Indeed, even if a cerebral organoid possesses conscious-

ness, thinking, and cognition, it may not necessarily de-

mand moral consideration. The philosophy of mind field

classifies and defines different types of consciousness.

Although there are others, this paper will examine only

self-consciousness, phenomenal consciousness, and access

consciousness, as the three forms of consciousness most

likely to carry moral status. Self-consciousness entails hav-

ing a concept of the self and being able to use this concept

when thinking about the self, so many people would agree

that self-consciousness is morally relevant (Singer, 2011;

Tooley, 1972). Beings with self-consciousness have sophis-

ticated cognitive capacity, and are currently thought to

include only adult human beings and non-human pri-

mates with higher brain functions (Kahane and Savulescu,

2009; Shepherd, 2018a).

Phenomenal consciousness is regarded as the core

concept of consciousness in academic literature, and access

consciousness is often paired with phenomenal conscious-

ness. Ned Block explored the relationship between

phenomenal consciousness and access consciousness, and

differentiated between them (Block, 1995). Notoriously, it

is thought to be impossible to define phenomenal con-

sciousness (Levy, 2014; Nagel, 1974), but it is characterized

as a subjective experience with qualitative content such as

pain, pleasure, andperception, and as "the kind of conscious

such that there is something it is like to be phenomenally

conscious" (Levy, 2014). Phenomenal consciousness is

experienced by humans and non-human animals alike.

Conversely, access consciousness is described as having

"global access to information" (Kahane and Savulescu,

2009) and "a kind of availability of information contents"

(Levy, 2014). A zombie, as presented in a well-known

thought experiment, is a being which completely lacks

phenomenal consciousness but has access consciousness

(and self-consciousness) (Siewert, 1998).

We generally use which consciousness(es) a being pos-

sesses to decide how the being should be considered

morally. The logic there is that a being’s interests may differ

depending on the being’s consciousness. Differences in

consciousness between beings reflect differences in inter-

ests the beings have. For example, a self-conscious being

can have interests to pursue pleasure and avoid pain, fulfill

desires, and seek life’s objective goods (Kahane and Savu-

lescu, 2009). Many agree as a result that self-conscious

beings should be morally considered. Moreover, lower ani-

mals do not have self-consciousness but do have phenom-

enal consciousness. In other words, lower animals have

only interests related to experiencing pleasure and avoid-

ing pain. Recently,many people have ascribedmoral signif-

icance to phenomenal consciousness and assigned moral

status as a result of this consciousness. Even so, there is

no consensus about the clinical significance of interests

tied to a particular kind of consciousness. Some consider

the interests of lower animals to warrant fullest moral

consideration, while others do not. The picture is compli-

cated by examples such as the hypothetical zombie

with no phenomenal consciousness but self-consciousness

and access consciousness. It remains controversial as to

whether even phenomenal consciousness ismorally signif-

icant (Kahane and Savulescu, 2009; Levy, 2014). Some have

argued that phenomenal consciousness has no intrinsic

value (Lee, 2018; Levy, 2014).

In light of the above, how should we consider the prob-

lem of consciousness in cerebral organoid research?

Cerebral organoids without sensory tissues will not have

self-consciousness, phenomenal consciousness, or access

consciousness because such forms of consciousness require

subjective experience. Without sensory input and motor

output, even phenomenal consciousness will not appear,

much less access consciousness or self-consciousness.

Hence, current cerebral organoids are not be likely to

have any kind of interests resulting from consciousness(es).

However, if future improvement of culture conditions

allows cerebral organoids to acquire mature human brain-

like neural function and in vitro cerebral organoids develop

consciousness requiringmoral consideration, the research/

clinical use of these cerebral organoids will become a
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greater ethical challenge. As just one example, it will likely

become necessary to consider how a cerebral organoidwith

morally relevant consciousness should be treated in com-

parison with animals who possess those same properties

or to humans in persistent vegetative or minimally

conscious states (Glannon, 2016; Lavazza and Massimini,

2018b; Levy and Savulescu, 2009; Shepherd, 2018b).

What of the second ethical issue relating to recent cere-

bral organoid research, that of the moral humanization of

transplanted animals? Most non-human animals experi-

ence phenomenal consciousness, without human cerebral

organoid transplantation. Many view the use of phenome-

nally conscious animals in scientific and medical research

as justified. However, two complicating cases regarding

cerebral organoids should be considered: (1) cerebral orga-

noids have consciousness in some sense in vitro, and we

transplant them into animals, and (2) cerebral organoids

do not have consciousness in vitro, but they acquire it

upon transplantation into animals. In both cases, trans-

planted animals acquire human-like consciousness. A

problem looms as to whether or not to permit transplanta-

tion of any type of human cerebral organoids that may

experience human-like consciousness before and/or after

transplantation, and how to proceed with such studies. It

may bemorally permissible to create self-conscious animals

by engrafting human cerebral organoids, but in the case

the moral status of such animals should be carefully

considered.

Implications for Future In Vitro and In Vivo Cerebral

Organoid Research

We do not believe that all current cerebral organoid

research—including basic research, experiments involving

transplantation of organoids into non-human animals,

and patient-specific modeling research—should be pro-

hibited. However, as the field progresses additional ethical

questions may arise. For example, research on fused nerve

organoids that would attempt to connect cerebral organoids

with other nerve tissuesmay become technically possible in

the near future, and bring forth new ethical challenges (Bi-

rey et al., 2017; Xiang et al., 2017). The concept of fusing ce-

rebral and thalamic organoids was recently published by

Yangfei Xiang and colleagues (Xiang et al., 2019). They re-

ported establishment of reciprocal thalamocortical projec-

tions. As the thalamus is the gate of all sensory input to

the cerebrum, such a finding might have the potential to

transmit sensory information to the neuronal tissue of the

organoid. If the fused organoids are further fusedwithdorsal

spinal cord and peripheral nerves, the organoid might have

somatic sensory experience. If such fused organoids are

further fused with neural retina and optic nerve tissues,

they might recognize light. In that case, such fusion be-

comes technically achievable, and a problem may arise

regarding whether to allow the creation and use of cerebral

organoids that possess properties that significantly surpass

the conventional framework. Should we permit the genera-

tion of cerebral organoids that possess somatosensory or

vision capacity? As more sophisticated cerebral organoids

are developed, we may also wonder whether it is acceptable

to allow the use of cerebral organoids which feel pain for the

development of drugs meant to manage or mitigate pain,

and, if so, how to handle such organoids.

Besides these fused organoid experiments, ethical issues

surrounding the moral status of even conventional

in vitro cerebral organoids themselves may arise. As

in vitro culture conditions continue to develop, the neural

activity pattern of cerebral organoids may approach that

of human brains in vivo. In such cases, it will be important

to assess whether the in vitro organoids themselves have

phenomenal or access consciousness. There may be "sub-

personal correlates of pain and pleasure" that are respon-

sive to stimulation in brain organoids—an organism may

have neural activity corresponding to pain, without having

any experience of it feeling like anything (Kahane and

Savulescu, 2009). If it becomes possible to assess for these

correlates in cerebral organoids, some may argue that

such pains and pleasures also demandmoral consideration.

It may be necessary to consider how much such potential

pleasures of an organoid should be taken into account,

compared with those of a fetus, for example. Nonetheless,

further neuroscientific findings are required to determine

whether cell activity patterns are encoded into meaningful

information, although there are also strong moral reasons

to further develop differentiation induction and functional

assessment techniques in brain organoid research.

Finally, in vivo experiments need to be conducted in

accordance with existing ethical standards and oversight

mechanisms. It has been suggested that such transplanta-

tion research should be conducted gradually and that any

changes in the body and behavior of the host animal

should be closelymonitored (Farahany et al., 2018; Munsie

et al., 2017). At present, all research engrafting any type of

human cells into live animals is conducted following scien-

tific and ethical standards for animal research. Indeed, the

International Society for Stem Cell Research (ISSCR) has

already recommended how to proceed with such studies.

Specifically, to minimize unexpected distress and suffering

in animal hosts, the ISSCR Ethics and Public Policy

Committee recommends four steps: (1) the establishment

of baseline animal data; (2) ongoing data collection during

research concerning any deviation from the norms of

species-typical animals; (3) the use of small pilot studies

to ascertain any welfare changes in modified animals;

and (4) ongoing monitoring and reporting to oversight

committees authorized to decide the need for protocol

changes and the withdrawal of animal subjects. These
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four steps should also be considered when engrafting

human cerebral organoids into animal hosts to proceed

with such research in a careful and stepwise manner

(Hyun, 2018; Hyun et al., 2007; ISSCR, 2016). Still, how-

ever, some might require the research field to more fully

discuss why the moral humanization of animals matters

morally before proceeding with any research that might

result in it. Such conversation may yield additional over-

sight suggestions and requirements for research that may

morally humanize animals.

Concluding Remarks

Similar to the impasse in the debate on the moral status of

human embryos and the appropriate scope of their use in

research (e.g., the 14-day rule), reaching agreement on

themoral status of cerebral organoids and the implications

for their use in research will likely be difficult. Difficult

though it may be, the recent remarkable advances in

organoid studies demand that we should put forth an

opinion on the delineation of research, including whether

the creation and use of cerebral organoids which possess

specific functions is permitted, and which if any organoid

functions should warrant discontinuation of a study. In

the future, keeping in mind the perspective of the moral

significance of consciousness, the moral status of cerebral

organoids and the implications for their use in vitro must

be considered not only by philosophers and bioethicists

but by scientists as well.
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